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Abstract
The Page Rank design is an important component in effective 
intricacy search. A power method formulation, which efficiently 
handles the problem of dangling pages, is investigated for 
parallelization of Page Rank computation. We claim that hyper 
graph partitioning with multiple constraints and fixed vertices 
should be implemented using direct K-way refinement, instead of 
the widely adopted recursive bisection paradigm. Hence, the Page 
Rank computation, which is frequently chime, must be performed 
in coextending with high-efficiency and low-preprocessing 
overhead while considering the initial distributed nature of the 
intricacy matrices We first investigate the application of state-of-
the-art sparse matrix partitioning models in order toattain high 
efficiency in parallel Page Rank computations with a particular 
focus on reducing the preprocessing overhead they introduce. 
We also propose an efficient parallelization scheme for matrix-
vector multiplies in order to avoid possible communication due to 
the pages without in-links. Second, we consider the more astute 
scenario of starting with an initially distributed data and extend our 
designs to cover the Redetachment of such data for efficient Page 
Rank computation. Experimental results on provedent datasets 
validate the performance of the propose dmodels.
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I. Introduction
Page Rank is a popular algorithm used for ranking Web pages by 
utilizing the hyperlink structure among the pages. This algorithm 
acts as a meaningful component in enabling accurate ranking of 
web search results by imposing an order on web pages according 
to their importance. The first set examines the convergence of the 
standard method, and relates it to the smaller scale structure of the 
Web. The second examines an alternative approach to computing 
Page Rank which gives much faster convergence, at the cost of 
an additional sort. The third topic is the exploitation of the larger 
scale structure of the Web to partition the computation broadly, the 
research efforts trying to speed up the Page Rank computations 
are based on numerical technique or parallelization. Among 
numerical approaches, there are various acceleration techniques 
such as extrapolation, adaptive, block-structure,and aggregation- 
disaggregation. In this formulation, which is based on the power 
method, the kernel operations are sparse-matrix vector multiply 
and linear vector operations. The partitioning scheme adopted 
in our parallelization is based on row wise partitioning of the 
transition matrix and conformable partitioning of the linear vectors 
used in the iterative power method. The multi-level hyper graph 
partitioning approach emerged as a remedy to these problems [8]. 
In multi-level bisection, the original hyper graph is coarsened 
into a smaller hyper graph after a series of coarsening levels, in 
which highly coherent vertices are grouped into super vertices, 
thus decreasing the sizes of the nets. In this work, we investigate 
techniques for reducing the overhead of the preprocessing 
step before the Page Rank computation without degrading the 
quality of the parallelization. To this end, we propose a site-based 

compression on the rows of the transition matrix relying on the 
expectation that sites form a natural clustering on pages. A Gauss-
Jacobi-based parallel Page Rank algorithm, which utilizes the site 
information for straightforward matrix partitioning, is proposed in 
[41]. All these studies are based on 1D row wise partitioning of the 
web matrix and consider only the load balancing issue in parallel 
SpMxVs. None of these studies apart from [41] involve any effort for 
minimization of the communication overhead, whereas the use of 
site information in [41], provides an implicit effort in this direction. 
However, if the number of sites is much larger than the number of 
processors, the benefit of this implicit effort diminishes. Finally, 
there are some works on approximate Page-Rank computations 
in a distributed setting, but they are not in the scope of our work. 
Experimental  results on realistic Web datasets verify the validity 
of the proposed models. The proposed site-based partitioning 
scheme reduces the preprocessing time drastically compared to 
the page-based scheme while producing better partitions in terms 
of communication volume. Our implementation for the proposed 
parallel  Page Rank algorithm shows that site-based partitioning 
scheme leads to better speedup values compared to the page-
based scheme on a 32- node PC cluster. In this paper, we first 
focus on reducing the abovementioned detachment overhead. For 
this purpose, we propose two different intricacy matrix novelty 
schemes, namely, 1D and 2D novelty, by exploiting the site 
information approximately available in page links. The 1D scheme 
compresses the n*n intricacy matrix along only one dimension, 
i.e., either along rows or columns, thus obtaining an m*n or n*m 
matrix, where n is the number of pages and m is the number of 
sites. These matrices are then partitioned using HP. 1D row wise 
and 1D column wise Detachment models are discussed under 
this 1D novelty scheme. The 1D row wise Detachment model 
has been briefly introduced in our earlier works [2, 20]. The 2D 
scheme compresses the matrix in both dimensions, obtaining an 
m_m matrix, which is then partitioned using Graph Detachment 
(GP). 1D row wise and 1D column wise Detachment models 
are formulated and discussed under this 2D novelty scheme. 
These Detachment models extreamly  decrease the preprocessing 
overhead of Detachment the n*n matrix, without enduring the 
coextending efficiency.

Back Ground

II. PageRank Algorithm L
page rank can be explained with a probabilistic model, called the 
random surfer model. Consider a Web user randomly visiting pages 
by following out-links within pages. Let the surfer visit page i at a 
particular time step. A Markov chain is a discrete-time stochastic 
process consisting of N states, each Web page corresponds to 
a state. A Markov chain is a discrete-time stochastic process 
consisting of N states, each Web page corresponds to a state. A 
Markov chain is a discrete-time stochastic process consisting of 
N states, each Web page corresponds to a state. A Markov chain 
is characterized by an N*N transition probability matrix P. In the 
random surfer model, the PageRank of page i can be considered 
as the (steady-state) probability that the surfer is at page i at some 
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particular time step. In the Markov chain induced by the random 
walk on the Web containing n pages, states correspond to the 
pages in the Web and the n×n transition matrix P = (pij) is defined 
as pij = 1/deg(i), if page i contains out-link(s) to page j, and 0, 
otherwise. Here, deg(i) denotes the number of out-links within 
page i. The PageRank transferred from a given page to the targets 
of its outbound links upon the next iteration is divided equally 
among all outbound links.If the only links in the system were from 
pages B, C, and D to A, each link would transfer 0.25 PageRank 
to A upon the next iteration, for a total of 0.75.

Suppose instead that page B 
had a link to pages C and A, while page D had links to all three 
pages. Thus, upon the next iteration, page B would transfer half 
of its existing value, or 0.125, to page A and the other half, or 
0.125, to page C. Since D had three outbound links, it would 
transfer one third of its existing value, or approximately 0.083, to 

A. In other words, the PageRank 
conferred by an outbound link is equal to the document’s own 
PageRank score divided by the number of outbound links L( ).

In the general case, the 
PageRank value for any page u can be expressed as:

,i.e. the PageRank value for a page u is 
dependent on the PageRank values for each page v contained in 
the set Bu (the set containing all pages linking to page u), divided 
by the number L(v) of links from page v. PageRank vector r can be 
determined by computing the stationary distribution for the Markov 
chain, which satisfies the equatior  P’’T = r. This corresponds 
to finding the principal eigenvector of matrix P__. Applying 
the power method directly for the solution of this eigenvector 
problem leads to a sequence of matrix-vector multiplies pk+1 = 
P’’T pk, where pk is the kth  iterate towards the PageRank vector 
r. However, matrix P’’T is completely dense, whereas original P 
is sparse. Kamvar  et al. [15] propose an efficient multiplication 
scheme by reformulating the multiplication with dense matrix 
P’’T  in terms of sparse PT .

III. Parallel Pagerank Algorithm
the parallel PageRank computation during an iteration using 
four processors. There, Pi, L~i and Vi correspond to the packet 
file, the partitioned binary   link structure file, and the portion of 
source rank vector in memory, residing at processor i, respectively. 
During an iteration, a new packet file Pi at each processor has been 
created by scanning the corresponding binary link structure file 
L~i from disk and computing with the current source rank vector 
Vi in main memory. Then the synchronization process occurs, 
i.e., new computed destination rank scores in Pi that correspond 
to the source URLs residing in the other processors have been 
read from disk, and transmitted to those destination processors. 
We will name this technique, the “Partition-based” algorithm. 
Parallel page rank algorithm.

Parallel-Page Rank(Ak, vk)
1. pk ← vk
2. tk ← 0
3. repeat
4. (a) p ← Expand(pk)
(b) qk ← αA kp
5. (a) γk ← _pk_1 − _qk_1
(b) δk ← _pk − tk_1
(c) _γ, δ_ ← AllReduceSum(_γk, δk_)
6. tk ← pk
7. pk ← qk + γvk
8. until δ < ε   
return pk fig: Coarse-grain parallel PageRank algorithm Parallel 
algorithms are applied to partitions obtained using the 1D  row 
wise and column wise schemes, respectively. In the row parallel 
the superscript k of a matrix (e.g., A k   ) denotes the portion of that 
matrix stored in processor Pk. The superscript k of a global scalar 
denotes the partial result computed by Pk, e.g., _k is the partial 
result for the global scalar _, where _ ¼ PK k¼1 _k. Note that 
two global norms (_ and _) are accumulated at all processors by 
the single all-to-all reduction performed at step 9(c).The displays 
the row and column-parallel implementations [57] of the Par- mat 
Vec Mult function. 
for each page i without in-links, pi iterate can be simply updated 
as γ vi instead of the DAXPY operation at step 7. Note that vi is a 
constant throughout the iterations and γ is a global scalar computed 
and stored at all processors at each iteration of the algorithm. 
Hence, possible expand communications of pi due to the sparsity 
pattern of column i of A can be totally avoided as follows: We 
replicate vi among the processors that have at least one row with 
a non-zero at column i at the very beginning of the algorithm and 
then enforce each one of those processors to redundantly compute 
pi = γ vi at each iteration of the algorithm.
Advantages (Benefits):
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Identifies personalization of vectors like trust rank delineation • 
process.
Computationally it can be gives load balance solutions • 
designation.
Site based ranking can be provides the better solution like • 
agressive graph solution contrivance  process.

IV. Partitioning Models for Parallel Pagerank
1. Page based Detachment model module:
WeobtainaK-way1Drowwise and1Dcolumnwise partition of 
matrix A11 by Detachment the appropriate graph or Agressive 
graph delineation of A11. For computational load balancing, 
vertices of the graph/agressive graph are weighted to incorporate 
the floating point operations (flops) associated with the SpMxVA11 
_ p1ðA11Þ as well as the flops associated with the linear vector 
and norm operations.  A K-way vertex partition on the hyper graph 
is decoded as assigning the rows corresponding to the vertices 
in each part of the partition to a distinct processor. Partitioning 
constraint on balancing the part weights corresponds to balancing 
the computational loads of processors, whereas partitioning 
objective of minimizing the cut size corresponds to minimizing 
the total communication volume during a parallel matrix-vector 
multiply. the local SpMxV and the linear vector operations  
remain in separate blocks throughout the iterations. The SpMxV 
operations performed at the processors remain between the global 
all-reduce-sum operation [step 9(c)] of the previous iteration and 
the fold operation [step 6(b)] of the current iteration, whereas 
the linear vector operations remain between the fold operation 
[step 6(b)] of the current iteration and the global all-reduce-sum 
operation [step 9(c)] of the current iteration. 
2.Site based Detachment model module:

Fig. 1:

7 site-based block structure ðA11ÞBL of the sample A11 matrix
We assume that the A11 matrix is permuted regularly into an m_m 
block structure ðA11ÞBL, where rows and columns representing 
the pages belonging to the same site are ordered consecutively.

A. Site by Site Novelty Module
We propose a technique to reduce this overhead by partitioning 
a compressed version, ¯C, of the page-to-page sub-matrix C. We 
generate the site to- page ¯C matrix exploiting the fact that Web 
sites form a natural clustering of pages. . In Ass 11, a nonzero ass 
rs  means that there exists wðass rsÞ out links from the pages in 
site Sr to the pages in site Ss. Since novelty is performed along 
both dimensions, row wise and column wise Detachment of Ass 

11 are both meaningful for inducing a row wise and a column 
wise partition on A11, respectively.

B. Repartition Model with Coextending Page Rank 
Generation Model Module

 
Fig. 2: Row-Net Repartitioning Hyper Graph Representation, (b) 
a Sample Repartition of the Hyper Graph Given

In a real-world setup, distribution of URLs based on a assorement 
value among the processors could be assumed as a starting point 
for coextending Page Rank computations. In such a setup, the 
data have to be redistributed among the processors for the sake of 
efficient coextending Page Rank computations. So, the Detachment 
models should compress the initial data redistribution overhead as 
well as the communication overhead that will be acquire during 
the coextending Page Rank computations. 

Fig. 2(a) displays the row-net repartitioning hyper graph 
representation of the sample Aps 11 matrix shown in Fig. 9c for a 
K ¼ 3 processor system. Initial site-based column wise distribution 
is assumed to be according to a round-robin distribution of the 
sites As seen in Fig. 11b, the repartitioning process improves the 
partition by moving site E and H from P1 to P3, site F from P2 
to P1, site G from P3 to P2 with a redistribution communication 
volume of 11 þ 3 þ 4 þ 2 ¼ 20 non zeros. The newly added two-
pin nets nE, nH, nF, and nG, which connect migrated sites to their 
original processor vertices, remain on the cut of the repartition 
of Fig. 11b, thus correctly showing the redistribution costs These 
single-pin nets correspond to the pages that have out-links only 
to the sites they belong to. Since single-pin nets have no potential 
to incur cost to the cut size, they can be discarded from H(¯C) 
before the partitioning. Removal of single-pin nets significantly 
reduces the number of total nets in H(¯C). The partitioning time 
of H(¯C) is expected to be much less than that of H(C), since 
H(¯C) contains significantly fewer vertices and nets. 

V. Conclusion
An efficient parallelization technique for PageRank computation 
was proposed and implemented Sparse matrix partitioning models 
are shown to be quite successful in load balancing and minimizing 
the total volume of communication during the repeated parallel  Sp 
Mx V in PageRank computations We discussed extensions of this 
algorithm for partitioning hyper graphs with multiple  constraints 
and fixed vertices. the data migration costs arising due to the 
already distributed nature of web matrices are also tested on very 
large scale real-world data and found to yield good speedups with 
scalable overheads.
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